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Photo series draws attention to drug addiction, recovery
Caitlin Bowling
Louisville Business First

   

Drug addiction affects the user and the person's family and friends as well as the drug addict's and
their caregivers' ability to work.

Louisville Business First's cover story on May 15 centered on the rise of heroin addiction and its
impact on the business community. I and my coworker David Mann spoke to experts and public
officials, who told us that the increase in the number of heroin addicts could translate to a decline
in the city's available work force. If an employee can't pass a drug test, that eliminates many job
opportunities.
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Family members or friends who care for a drug addict also can experience some of the same work place symptoms
— increased mistakes, lack of focus and increased absenteeism — as they struggle to help the person in need.

PYRO Gallery, 909 E. Market St., is drawing attention to the feelings and thoughts of drug addicts and their
caregivers through an exhibit by Louisville native Keith Auerbach called, "Inside the Experience of Addiction:
Photo Stories On Using, Abusing, and Recovery." It is on display until June 27.

The exhibit includes 27 photos with captions such as: "I was living a dream and becoming a nightmare," "Shame"
and "Costing nothing less than everything."

"The images and words are derived from an amalgam of my clinical and artistic practices," Auerbach, a
photographer and practicing psychiatrist and psychotherapist, wrote in his description of the exhibition. "My
overall goal is to provoke questions, curiosity and discussion."

Auerbach told Business First that as a psychiatrist, he has treated drug users and wanted to draw attention to the
problem of addiction.

“I wanted to try to translate the experience I’ve had as a doctor into something accessible that people can
understand,” he said in an interview. “I am bringing together my two art forms.”

The subjects in the photos are "some strangers, some friends, some family," Auerbach said. He said none of them
are patients or addicts.
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Auerbach said he has received positive feedback on the show, and addiction recovery organizations, including The
Healing Place, The Morton Center and the Jefferson Alcohol and Drug Abuse Center, have sent clients to view the
exhibition.

“This is a community service,” he said.

After the show, Auerbach hopes to compile the photos in a book and sell them. People also can buy prints of the
photos on Auerbach's website.
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